Abstract - This article discusses the social vulnerability of informal workers in rural areas as the implications of global economic capitalism. Globalization is abstract, but its effects are felt by traditional oil miners, whose livelihood changes due to globalization. Musi Banyuasin area, in South Sumatra, has one of the largest areas for oil and gas producers in Indonesia. However, Keban 1 village has not enjoyed the revenue of it. This article is based on qualitative research methods using data collection techniques which consists of interviews, observations, and document studies. The interview is structured and conducted on village officials, religious leaders, community leaders, traditional oil miners, and adolescents. Research validity uses data triangulation and peers de-briefing. Its findings show the social vulnerability of informal workers happens in the workers' exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity which is seen from the social, economic, and environmental dimensions. Increasing economic difficulty rises along with other increasing social vulnerabilities. This paper covers vulnerability on traditional workers with high workloads and low safety precautions. The form of social vulnerability is reduced bonds of solidarity, increasing circulation of drugs and nightlife, as well as vulnerabilities towards vertical and horizontal social conflicts in mining areas. Physical environments also degraded. For this reason, the improvement of human resources is required for the importance of education as a social elevator, assistance in training and community empowerment, as well as the strengthening of the institutional village society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since 2006, Indonesia had experienced an economic slump. Economic growth becomes uncertainty. One of the indicators is the low of competitiveness and investment in Indonesia. While the current market liberalization of both goods and services cannot be avoided. It is important for the government to legitimize the use of part-time labor, such as labor acquired through outsourcing and contracts, to attract investment and expand job creation. It states in the Act number 13, year 2004 about Employment.

These practices according to Meulders and Wilkin [1] show the flexibility of employing labor who is adjusted with environmental changes, both in social and economic aspect. In fact, this flexibility should also cover the occupation in informal sector for example, economic activities for small-scale, unregistered, and unprotected workers.

Traditional oil miners are one of the examples of an informal sector job. These miners have become increasingly exist in some villages in Musi Banyuasin district since the year 2013. The rise of miners happened because of the declining rubber prices on a global level. Many landowners choose not to process their rubber fields, which in turn causes unemployment. Consequently, the level of crime has increased. As a result, citizens start looking for work as traditional oil miners, an occupation influenced by the existence of oil wells inherited from the Dutch colonialist period and the establishment of several large oil and gas companies operating around the area including Conoco Phillips and Medco Energy.

Traditional oil miners is an interesting subject to examine due to their various vulnerabilities. Vulnerabilities are not solely caused by workplace condition but also influenced by other social vulnerabilities, such as work process vulnerabilities, social relations vulnerabilities, economic vulnerabilities and family’ life.

Musi Banyuasin district is one of Indonesia’s oil and gas producers. It is known as a natural resource producing region, and 86% of the district funds depends on governmental revenue-sharing funds (Dana Bagi Hasil) [2]. However, the results have not been visible in the Keban 1 region. This article will present forms of vulnerabilities that are experienced by traditional oil miners, as well as strategies to reduce the vulnerability levels of the oil miners.

II. THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The vulnerability is related to the physical environment influences such as floods [3, 4] or droughts. It is also a multidimensional concept that includes social change, economic or political aspects. It is in line with Adger that stated: "the state of susceptibility to harm from exposure to stresses associated with environmental and social changes and from the absence of capacity to adapt" [5]. Leichenko and O'Brien state that "the extent to this is done by the environmental and economic changes influence and the capacity of regions, sectors, ecosystems, and social groups to respond to various types of natural and harmful socio-economic shocks" [5].

This article uses three components in describing the social vulnerabilities of traditional oil miners. These three components are exposure, sensitivity, and ability to adapt [4–
The exposure level describes the essential level and to what extent socio-economic or economic failure reaches. The sensitivity level relates to the level of the system when influenced by externalities. In other words, sensitivity considers the ability of a system to respond to environmental disturbances that are formed by socio-economic and environmental situations, either directly or indirectly. The ability to adapt is the ability of the system to combine between exposure and sensitivity, so it can handle socio-economic and environmental pressure, which includes policy changes and the increasing levels of accompanying vulnerability. In this case, the ability to adapt is also related to the ability to balance the potential impacts, to take advantage of opportunities and to overcome the consequences of changes. The ability to adapt the exposure levels and sensitivity will determine the level of vulnerability.

III. METHOD

This article is based on the results of qualitative research methods [8–10]. The study is located in Keban 1 village, Musi Banyuasin district, South Sumatra, Indonesia. This location was selected because of changes that occurred in this region, where farmers and rubber workers shifted their livelihoods to become traditional oil miners. Furthermore, many rice fields and rubber plantations in this region switched their functions to become traditional oil mines. Data collection used structured interview guidelines, observations, and document studies. The informants in this study consist of workers in the oil mining field, village officials, community leaders, and teenagers. The validity test used triangulation data and peer de-briefing.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Description of the Location

The characteristic of the community residing in Keban 1 village, Musi Banyuasin district, South Sumatera is patriarchy. Male community members dominate their female counterparts in both public and domestic sectors. Males are more actively involved in the community socialization process. This affects the processing of information from the community to household levels, a task that is often done by men. Sons are perceived to have economic value. It means children are expected to work as soon as possible after graduating from school to increase the family income.

The Keban 1 village consists of residents and migrants. The local population usually called "jeme Keban," are people whose families have lived in the local region for generations. Meanwhile, the newcomers are mainly migrants originating from Central Java. The difference between the populations is reflected from the segregated settlements inhabited by residents and migrants. The migrants live on river banks and work as rice farmers. Residents live on land and make their livelihood as oil miners. In addition, different locations also determine different housing structures. Residents have stilted houses because their houses are often flooded, while residents live in houses with highland structures. The differences between communities also have an impact on the political system within villages. Residents tend to have more ambition to become the village chief or village head. This causes the political choices of residents to be split, even between family members. Newcomers or migrants usually have common voices when choosing village officials. This has become a strength as well as a threat to the socio-economic life of migrants.

The global economic crisis has affected the social life of the village community. One of the impacts is the declining rubber prices in 2013. In the beginning, the local population's livelihood shifted towards becoming farmers and rubber plantation workers who got paid daily or with a revenue sharing system. Crude rubber prices fell from Rp 16,000 to Rp 4,000 (1,185 USD to 0,296 USD) per kilogram at farm levels. This situation made farmers and landowners incapable of covering production costs. Moreover, landowners needed to divide the crops to the worker ("penyadap") at rates of two thirds for local seeds or 50 percent for good seeds. That situation triggered higher frequencies of drilling activities, refiners, and illegal oil trades in some Musi Banyuasin villages. Around 80% of Keban 1 villager switched their profession to become traditional oil miners. The oil-mining activities are called "traditional" because they use a simple assembly machine, without standardization of security work nor legalization from the government. But, the community still takes up this profession due to limited job opportunities, limited level of education and skills, and a more promising income. Estimated income as oil miners can reach Rp 5,000,000 per month, disregarding side jobs. Meanwhile, public expenditures of the villages are limited because a large part of the community did not participate in governmental health insurance programs ("Badan Penjaminan Jaminan Sosial") nor free education, which meant less available leisure and relatively small food consumption.

B. Social Vulnerability Traditional Oil Miners

Traditional oil miners work in the informal sector. The condition of the workplace affects the vulnerability of the workers' social life. The vulnerability relates to social, economic and environmental aspects. The three components of social vulnerability in traditional oil miners include exposure, sensitivity, and capability to adapt.

Exposure relates to "a set of procedures in encounters with harmful socio-economic or environmental stress" [5] or the exposure level in oil miners when in contact with disturbances. Disruption of oil miners is not merely caused by their environment, but also by social, economic and political factors. Working as oil miners are very dependent on natural conditions, especially on lands that contain oil. The community uses local wisdom in searching and finding oil-laden land, searching for sounds of boiling water in the land. In addition, the work of oil miners is also dependent on the existence of interactions between groups, which include miners as investors group (materials and land), security officers, oil wells, oil picker ("pemolot"), oil collector, buyers of crude oil, cooking oil, and consumers [11]. The period of miners employment is difficult to estimate because it depends on the content of oil that is found. Meanwhile, their work condition is vulnerable to work accidents because of the lack of standardization, security, and operational permissions.
The sensitivity relates to “the degree to which individuals or groups (as the system of interest) are affected by exposure to stress (climate or nonclimate)” [5]. Oil miners are sensitive to the impact of disturbance, directly or indirectly. Miners ability to respond to the impact of the environment is formed by their economic, social, and environmental situation. The result shows people realize the power of nature and dependency of life and nature in their work. So, the social relations between miners group is kept to minimum conflict. It is because when conflicts occur, society believes that the “womb” of oil will soon disappear itself. When the well does not produce oil, it means that the chain work will be disconnected because the amount of income is determined by the amount of oil that has successfully been drawn to the surface of the ground. For example, if "pemolot” succeeded in mining one jerry can, 500 liters can be appreciated at around Rp 500.000. Meanwhile, the quantity of oil is determined by the condition of the engine. To pursue the material that will create sufficient benefits, workers do not pay attention to the security of its work. The workers will continue to mine the oil as far as their physical condition will allow, which includes working at night and working more than 8 hours a day. Workplace safety measures are unavailable, even around oil wells. Workers still smoke without fear of fires. While workers do not have social security and health, they use doping such as drugs and alcohol to support physical stamina, releasing them from boredom and alienation.

Adaptation strategies are done by miners to respond to disturbances, to take advantage of opportunities, and to reduce vulnerability. Working as oil miners is a marginal occupation due to falling prices of rubber. But now the orientation to become oil miners is to meet family needs. Building relationships and working with some groups is an oil picker strategy to increase their income. Meanwhile, oil-mining widens the income gap between men and women. Women who help the family income as rubber harvesters are eliminated from oil-mining production. But their strategies to seek an additional financial provision for their family includes collecting oil spills around wells and opening food stalls around the location of the mine. The following is a summary of the social vulnerability of traditional oil miners.

TABLE I. COMPONENTS OF SOCIAL VULNERABILITY TRADITIONAL OIL MINERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vulnerability Components</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The well oil depends on nature.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group dependence on oil miners.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The uncertainty of the quantity of oil.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Accidents.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The inability to access social security services and jobs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The relationship of trust social conflict with the loss of the oil resources.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well, that does not produce oil, resulted in investors lost, and some miners could not work.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miners income very depends on the number of and the ability to attract the oil to the surface of the ground.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The capacity of oil attraction, both numbers, and speed depend on the condition of the machine (motorcycle). It means that the engine (capital)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Social Protection Strategy for Traditional Oil Miners

Diger economic levels become more likely along with the increasing vulnerability of social workers and family oil miners. Economic vulnerabilities force workers to undertake the work as miners. While the vulnerability of work miners covers work instability, workload and low levels of health and safety. On the other hand, the demand of work reduces bonds of solidarity, both between fellow workers and the village community. In addition, increasing the circulation of drugs, alcoholic beverages, and nightlife entertainment are a consequence of work pressure and increasing money circulation in the village.

Local governments assessment of the attractiveness of drilling illegal oil wells is a form of absorbing post-crisis rubber prices. This oil-mining has no legal basis. Even the head of South Sumatera’s oil and gas stated that the authority to handle the oil-mining is located in the central government so that the local governments have no hand in it First, there is no clear legislation and special body to deal with it. So it is not surprising if some village officials, army-police, and legislative members are involved in this oil-mining business. It makes the oil-mining as an arena for interaction between seizing resources, both horizontal (between miners) and vertical (government).

For that, the government can conduct some efforts. The government (Local Government of the province, Energy and Mineral Resources and the police) needs to create the legality of cooperation with these corporations and create a clear legal umbrella to stop illegal drilling and to manage oil wells. Moreover, local communities can already process oil [13], despite being not standardized yet. The role of the government is not merely at the central level in the case of the mining laws and policies. But the role of local government is more important, especially directly relates to the vulnerability of local communities and the potential for conflict. During the discussion, we have mapped about the weak role of the State. Moreover, the role of the government is also controlled by
corporate interests or community interests. The state is not considered able to negate the imbalance and exploitation. This condition can create social conflict in the community.

The limitations of the role of the State (government) can be strengthened by strengthening local communities (civil society through movements and community empowerment. Thus, this condition can realize a collective resistance to local social conditions. The development of the capacity for workers and oil miners can be done with the improvement of education for the children of the family and miners increasing their capacity to access the social security system, health, employment, and community empowerment. The empowerment is conducted through business management cooperations with the use of the natural potential of villages such as educational tourism, the ecological process of rubber and palm oil, mining tour, the adventure of old wells up to the location of the off-road and outbound activity. If it is possible, we could also make plantations and mining museums for future generations.

The implication of these efforts are to create social collaboration that supports each other. Significant changes are needed in the government sector, investment to the university and the community of social vulnerability oil miners. At the investment level, we need to minimize the imbalance and eliminate the impact of the mining activities. The group of investors need to pursue the legal status of its activities. The way we enhance how the organization works is by creating programs based on visions and missions that are related to the interests of the local community. At the community level, we need to change the pattern of mind and behavior (culture) on how to take advantage of the resources. Strengthening the village communities is an effective strategy to create social-economic vulnerability protection for miners and their family. The role of the state is very important as a source of power that is independent and objective. The role of the government, especially at the local level, is that they need to clarify the system rules of the traditional oil-mining activities concerning the local community and its natural resources. In this case, the government must be among controller groups and the miners' community, using their ability to create and implement the agreed policy and punish for violations.

V. CONCLUSION

Social vulnerability of traditional oil miners relates to environmental, economic, social, and political dimensions. Furthermore, the vulnerability components can be divided into exposure levels, sensitivity to disturbance, and their ability to adapt. The recommendations for future studies and assessments is that there is the need to involve government, private universities and communities to improve the quality of miners human resources and their families.
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